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The major subject of this thesis is the so-called 2D Irregular Packing 
Problem. It is a problem that arises in a variety of industrial application. 
Typical applications include garment manufacturing, sheet metal cutting, 
furniture making, and shoe manufacturing. The main objectives are to 
maximize space utilization and minimize the wastage. On the whole, 2D 
Irregular Packing Problem is particularly important in practical 
application. 
The major contribution of this thesis is a new geometry tool called 
discrete no-fit polygon. The new Bottom-Left algorithm that proposed by 
Burke et.al might generate invalid results for some special cases. To fix 
this problem, a new concept named discrete no-fit polygon (DNFP) was 
introduced and a decomposition theorem of DNFP was given and strictly 
proved. Moreover, we proposed a construction algorithm of DNFP, 
computational results showed that the algorithm is very fast and 
effective. 
The utilization of DNFP actually changes the original problem into 
a much simpler one that merely consists of points and intervals. Not only 
can it greatly decrease the geometry complexity of the original problem, 
but also it makes the original problem be easily solved by a variety of 
heuristic strategies. The basic hill climbing algorithm and genetic 
algorithm were implemented based on this new geometric tool. We applied 
our algorithms to 15 benchmark problems. The solutions were generated 
within a short period of time and the density is relatively high. These 
results revealed that the algorithm based on discrete no-fit polygon is 
fairly efficient. 
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常重要的实际应用价值。图 1-1 展示了服装制造业的一个排样实例。 
 




irregular packing, nesting, irregular shape stock cutting, strip packing, irregular-shape 
cutting, packing of polygons 等等。 
1.2 研究难点 
近些年，排样问题的另外一个分支，即排样零件为规则矩形的矩形排样问题
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